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For a function f. in the Sobolev space W,[a, b], let F(fJ be the set of all func- 
tions f in W,[a, b] satisfying the interpolation condition f”)(x+) = #‘(xi) V (f, j) 
with eij = 1, where a = x1 < x2 < ... < xk = b and E = 11 eii 11:=1, 7-i’ is an 
incidence matrix. We investigate xistence and extremal properties of perfect 
splines in Fuo) under certain conditions on E. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
By an incidence matrix we shall mean a matrix of the form E = /j eii \l~=I~&1, 
where for all i, j, eij = 0 or 1. For any incidence matrix E and real vector 
x = (Xl ) x2 ). . .) XJ, x1 < x2 < . . . < xy$ ) we are interested in functions f 
satisfying the interpolation conditions 
f(j)(xJ = y:j), V(i,j) with ezj = 1, 
where the yjj) are given constants. 
This general form of interpolation was first studied by G. D. Birkhoff [Z]. 
Later Schoenberg [12] revived interest in such interpolation, which he called 
Hermite-Birkhoff (HB) interpolation, and introduced the notion of an 
incidence matrix. Since then, HB interpolation has been extensively studied 
in the literature. 
We shall be concerned particularly with the space .4p = .Y(E) = *Y(E, x) = 
{f: f I [xi, xi+l) E rm-1, i = 1, 2 ,..., k - 1, f 1(-q x1) =f I[x, , co> = 0, 
f(m-l-i)(x,-) = f (m--l-j)(xi+), V(i, j) with eij = 01, where T~,-~ denotes the 
class of polynomials of degree at most m - 1. Thus Y comprises spline 
functions of degree m - 1 with knots at x1 , x2 ,..., xB which vanish outside 
[Xl 3 x,) and whose continuity at the knots is dictated by the matrix E. 
In Section 2 of this paper we study various properties of -9, derived 
largely from a result of Schumaker [ 141 concerning bounds for the numbers of 
zeros of functions in 9. In Section 3 we then apply some of the results of 
Section 2 to prove Theorems 1 and 2 below. 
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In order to state these theorems we shall need some terminology. Following 
Schoenberg [121, we say an incidence matrix E satisfies the Polya condition if 
~o~lei&P+I,P=O.l , .., m-1. 
By a block in E we mean a sequence {(i, j)}, j = 8, C + l,..., C + p - 1 
with eij = 1 V(i, j) in the sequence and eifGPl) , Q(~+~) # 1. The block is 
called even or odd as p is even or odd. Following Lorentz and Zeller [IO], 
we say the block is supported if 3i, , i, , j, , j, with iI < i < i2 and j, , j, < G 
and ei , A1 := eizi, = 1. We shall call the block semi-supported if 1 < i < k and 
Ii, , jl , with iI f i, ,jl < 4 and eiljl = 1. 
We denote by W, [a, b] the Sobolev space 
{YE C(+l)[a, b]: f(+l) abs. cont. andfcnl) E L,[a, b]}. 
For E, x as above, we let a = x, , b = xic and define a set of linear fimc- 
tional on W=“[a, b] by A = (1(E) = {A,,: eii = l> where A&) =f(j)(xJ 
For& E Woom[a, b], we let F(f,) = {f~ Wmnz[a, b]: X(f) = X(fO), VX ELI}. 
By a perfect spline on [a, b] of degree m with interior knots at fI , & ,..., 5, 
in (a, b), we mean a function of the form 
m-1 
S(x) = C api + c x~~+2f(-l)"(s-~5,): 
i=O [ i=l 1 
for some real constants a,, a, ,..., a,-, and c. 
We can now state the main results of Section 3. 
THEOREM I. rf E has no supported odd blocks, then F(jJ contains a perfect 
spline g of degree m with less than dim Y interior knots and )I g(“?) /lnc = 
inf{llf~“) ll~:f~~(foN. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose E satisjes the Pdlya conditions and has no semi- 
supported odd blocks. Then for any A > /If I;n)ll, , F(f,) contains precisely two 
perfect splines g, h with II g(m)llm = /I hfrn)llco = A and no more than dim .Y = iz 
interior knots. For any f E F(fo) with 11 f (m)(lm < A, 
mink(x), h(x)) <f(x) < max(g(x), h(x)), Vx~(a, b). 
Furthermore g(or h) has exactly n interior knots 01~ < (Ye < ... < OL, 
which are the unique set of points such that 
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Theorem 1 was proved by Karlin [8] for the case of quasi-Hermite E. 
De Boor [3] gave a simple proof for Hermite E and our proof of Theorem 1 
is a direct generalisation of this. Our proof of Theorem 2 is a generalisation 
of the work of Lee and the author in [6], where the result was proved for 
Hermite E. 
2. SOME PROPERTIES OF Y(E) 
Let E be an incidence matrix and let 
m-1 k 
K = K(E) = C 1 eij . 
j=O is1 
For any f in Y we denote the number of zeros off by Z(f ), where zeros are 
counted as in Schumaker [14]. We say f in Y has exact degree r iff(‘) f 0 
andf”+” = 0. We shall denote by b = b(E) the number of supported odd 
blocks in E. The following theorem is a special case of a result of Schumaker 
[14], which is an extension and improvement of results of Birkhoff [2], 
Ferguson [4] and Lorentz 191. 
THEOREM 1 (Schumaker [14]). If f in 9’ has exact degree m - 1, then 
Z(f) < K + b - m. 
For any incidence matrix E = (1 etj I\:=, Eil and for any 1 < x < p < k, 
O<y<8<m- l,wedenotebyEcn,B, (‘,*) the submatrix 11 eij /f=‘=, jsY and put 
El;‘;; = ,#+‘.6), E(--1) = Et,,,, . (a,@) We say E satisfies the relaxed strong Pc5lya 
conditions (RSPC) if K + b > m and K(Efo*‘)) + b(E’O*‘)) > r + I, r = 0, 
I ,..., m - 2. As the terminology suggests, these conditions are weaker than 
the strong Pblya conditions, e.g. see Sharma [15]. They can be shown to 
reduce to the strong Polya conditions when b = 0. 
Now take any incidence matrix E and suppose f in Y has exact degree 
m - 1. Then by Theorem I, K + b - m > 0. Also for r = 0, I ,..., m - 2, 
f (*Z-l-T) isin ry(E(O.~)) andf cm l u - - h as exact degree r. So K(E(Os’)) - (r $ 1) > 
0 and hence E satisfies RSPC. 
For any incidence matrix E, we define s = s(E) = max{r: 3f o .4” with 
exact degree r>. Then .9’(E) = Y’(E(m-l-s*m--l)) and E(m-l-r.m-l) satisfies 
RSPC. In practice we may not know the value of s(E) for a given E. However 
we can always find by inspection the maximum integer t for which Ecm-l-t.*-l) 
satisfies RSPC. Then t 3 s and Y = Y(J!?“-~-~~~-~)). If E(Y*m-l) does not 
satisfy RSPC for any r = 0, I,..., m - 1, then .Y = 0. Thus when studying 
properties of Y(E), it is sufficient o consider E satisfying RSPC. 
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LEMMA 2.1. If E satisjies RSPC, then 
K(E(r+l’) + b(E fr,+l)) + r < K + b, r = 0, l,..., m - 1. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on r. It is trivially true for r = 0. 
Assume it is true for r = t, some 0 < t < m - 1. First suppose the first 
column of E(“,“-l) contains some 1. Then K(E(S+l*m-l)) < K(E(Sgm-l)) and 
WE (s+l,+l)) < &E's,"-1'). So K(E(s+l,m-1,) + b(E'"tl."-1') + s + 1 < 
K(EL%?"-1') .f. b(E' s~m-1’) + s < K + b. 
Next suppose that first column of E(Ssm-l) contains no 1. Then any sup- 
ported odd block in E(Os*) is also a supported odd block in E and so b(E) 3 
b(E’OJ’) + b(E (s+l,?n-1)). Thus K ls+l.n-1) + b(E'"+lm-I') f s + 1 < K(E) _ 
K(E’“~“‘) -~ b(E) - b(E’OJ’) + s + 1 = K + b + s + 1 - (K(E(OJ)) + 
b(E’W’)) < K i- b, since E satisfies RSPC. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If E satisJies RSPC, then for non-zero f in 9, Z(f) < 
K+b-m. 
Proof. Take any f in 9’ and suppose it has exact degree r. Then f is is in 
Y(E’ m-1-r,?77-1)) and so by Theorem I and Lemma 2.1, 
Z(f) < K(E(nt-l-r*m-l)) + b(E(m-l-T~m-l)) - (r + 1) < K + b - m. 1 
It will be convenient o introduce further notation. If Y(E) f 0, we define 
u = u(E) = K(E (m-1-s,m-1)) + b(Ebn-l-sm-l,)-s _ 1 . If Y(E) = 0, we 
define a(E) = 0. 
COROLLARY 2. I. For any E and non-zero f in 9, Z(f) < CT. 
Proof. Since Y = 9’(E(“-1-s*m-1)) and Ecm-l-s*m-l) satisfies RSPC, 
Z(f) < K(E(m-l-S.‘-) + b(E(m-l-S.-l’) - (s + 1) zz u. 1 
LEMMA 2.2. For any E and 1 < o( < k, 
Proof. Let s = s(E), s1 = s(Ea,,,) and s2 = s(&&. We assume, 
without loss of generality, that s, 2 s2. Since 9’(Ea,,,) C Y(E), then s > sl. 
Since Ecm-l-s.m-l) satisfies RSPC, then by Lemma 2.1, u(E) = K(E(m-l-s~m-l)) 
+ b(Eh-l-sm-I))- s - 1 > ~(E(m-l-S1m-l)) + b(E(m-l-sIm-l,)-sl _ 1. 
Now 
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and 
SO 
u(E) > ~(E(‘-I.~-~)) + @-P-1)) _ s1 _ 1 
> ~(/7~~~1-s~~m-1)) + b(E[~,-&%m-l)) - s1 _ 1 + K(E~~~l--s~*m-l)) 
+ b(E{~;f-%“-l) 
> - sz - 1 = 4%d + 4%,d I 
For any finite set S, we shall denote the number of elements in S by / S /. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose f in Y(E, x) vanishes on a set S, where j S n (xi, xj)l > 
a(E(i,j))y for all 1 < i <j < k. Then f = 0. 
Proof. Suppose f # 0 and choose 1 < i <j < k so that f is oscillating 
on (xi , xi) but vanishes on (01, xi) and (xi , /3) for some 01 < xi , xi . Define g 
in Y(Ec~,J) SO that g(x) = f(x) VX E (xi , xj). Then A(g) > / S n (xi , xi)1 3 
u(E~,,~)), which contradicts Corollary 2.1. a 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If E satisfies RSPC, then dim Y < K + b - m. 
Proof. We first construct a set S with 1 S 1 = a(E) and j S n (xi , xj)/ 3 
u(E(~,~)), for all 1 < i <j < k. Let S, = o. By Lemma 2.2, ~(E(,,J) > 
a(Et,,~) for 1 < i < j < k, and so we may define S,. , r = 2, 3 ,..., k, recur- 
sively so that S1 C S, , S, - S,-, C (x,_~, x,) and I S, / = u(E(,,,)). For 
1 < i <j < k, I Sj I = o(E(1.i)) 2 u(Ecl,i)) + u(E(,.j)) = I Si I + 44s.j)) and 
SO / S n (Xi 3 xj)l = I Sj - Si I = / Sj 1 - I Si / 3 o(E(i,n). 
Now suppose dim 9’ > K + b - m. Since Esatisfies RSPC, K f b - m 2 
a(E) by Lemma 2.1 and so dim 9 > u(E) = / S I. Thus there is a non-zero f
in Y which vanishes on S, contradicting Lemma 2.3. 1 
COROLLARY 2.2. For any E, dim 9 < u. 
Proof. Since Y(E) = Y(E(n-l-s,m-l)) and Ecm-l-s,m-l) satisfies RSPC, 
dim y(E(m-1-8.~7-1)) < K(E(a-l-~,m-l) ) + b(E(m-l-s+l)) - (s + 1) = u(E). 
I 
Proposition 2.2 can be rephrased in a manner more closely related to the 
classical theory of HB interpolation. We define N(E) = ( p E T,,-~: p’j)(xJ = 
0, V(i, j) with eij = l}. Then it follows from the general theory of Jerome and 
Schumaker [7] that dim Y = K - m + dim N(E). Thus Proposition 2.2 
is equivalent o: 
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PROPOSITION 2.2*. If E satisJies RSPC, then dim N(E) < b. 
When b = 0, this gives a well-known result of Atkinson and Sharma [l]. 
COROLLARY 2.3. If b(E) = 0, then dim 9 = u. 
proof. dim 9 = dim y(E(“+-s*m-l)) = K(E(m-l-~~m-l)) - (s + 1) + 
dim N(E(m-l-ssm-1)) = K(E(m-l-~sm-l)) _ (s + 1) = 0, since 
b(E(m-l-ssm-1,) = 0. fl 
The following result and its proof are direct generalisations of work by 
Lee and the author in [6]. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. If b(E) = 0 and al, 01~ ,..., CX,. are distinct points in 
(a, b), r < dim Y(E), then there is a non-zero function in Y(E) which changes 
sign precisely at 01~ , (Ye ,..., LX,.  (0 can be taken as + or -). 
Proof. First note that, by Corollaries 2.1 and 2.3, for any non-zero f in 
Y(E), J(f) < dim Y(E). We now fix m 3 1 and prove by induction in 
dim Y(E). If dim Y(E) = 1, then any non-zero element of Y(E) has no 
change of sign and so the result is true. 
Take y1 > 1 and suppose the result is true for dim Y(E) < n. Take E 
with dim Y(E) = 12 and 01~) 01~ ,..., 01, . If r < n - 1, we delete l’s from the 
entries of E to give a matrix I? with dim 9’(e) = n - 1 and b(E) = 0. 
Applying the induction hypothesis to E gives f o Y(8) C Y(E) which changes 
sign precisely at (Y~ , 01~ ,..., ff, . 
If r = n - 1, then since dim Y(E) = n, we may choose f E Y(E) which is 
zero at oil , 01~ ,..., cy,.  where for i = 1, 2 ,..., k, we define f(xi) = ${f(x<-) + 
f(xi+)}. If f is oscillating, then since cl(f) < n, f must change sign precisely 
at 01~ , a!2 ,..., 01~ . On the other hand, iff vanishes on at least one interval in 
[a, b], then in each segment (xi , xi) on which f is oscillating, f has less than 
dim Y(E& zeros and so I{al , 01~ ,..., OL,} n (xi , xi)1 < dim ~‘(Eo,~,). We 
can thus apply the inductive hypothesis to each of these segments to obtain 
the required result. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Suppose that for all 1 < i <j < k, dim Y(E(,,,)) = 
o(Ec,,$,) and dim 9 = 0 > 0. Then for any basis fi , fi ,..., fq of 9, 
det llfi(~~)llT,~=~ has the same sign for all ql < Q < ... < q, . 
Proof. Let T = (7 = (Q , -q2 ,..., 71,): q1 -C ... < r],and I(Q, 72 ,..., ~1 n 
(xi, xj)l > u(E(~,J), for all 1 < i < i cj < k}. If 7 E T, then by Lemma 2.3, 
the only function in 9 which vanishes on (vl , y2 ,..., v,} is the zero function 
and so det Ilf;(~j)ll~,j=l is non-zero. Next suppose (vl, r12 ,..., 7J $ T and 
71 < 112 < ... Q . Then for some 1 < i <j < k, l{yl , q2 ,..., TV} n (xi, XJ < 
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o(E~,,~,) = dim Y(Ec,,,j). So there is a non-zero function in 9’(E(t,j,) C 9 
which vanishes on {Q , vZ ,..., ~1 and hence det llfX~j)ll;l+1 = 0. 
Now fix 7 E T and 1 < G < G. For any number t, define t(t) E UP by 
&t)i = vi , i # 8, and t(t), = t. Suppose S(t) E T for all t in some interval 
(c, a). Define g E 9’ by g(t) = det jlfi[&t)j]jl~,j,l . Then g(TJ = 0, for i # 8, 
and g(t) # 0 for t E (c, d). Choose 1 < 01 < /3 < k so that x, < c < d < x, 
and g is oscillating on (x~ , xB) but vanishes on (y, xJ and (xs , 6) for some 
y < x, and 6 > xB . Define h in Y(E(,,B)) so that h(x) = g(x) Vx E (xa , x0), 
Then h(qJ = 0, i f 4 and Ih , q2 ,..., ~1 * @a 9 d 3 4%,d > z(h), 
by Corollary 2.1. Thus h can have no zeros or jumps through zero in (xol , xB) 
except at rli , i # L So g(t) = det Ilh[[(t)]& has the same sign throughout 
Cc, 4. 
For any 7, 6 in T, we write n - 5 if oue can be gained from the other by a 
finite number of steps, in each step varying one of the components continu- 
ously so that the vector always remains in T. From our work above we see 
that if 7 - 5, then Il~%qj)ll~,~=~ and det ilJ;([j)l]~,j=, have the same sign. Thus 
to prove our result it is sufficient o, show that 77 - f for any q, 4 in T. 
Take 7, E in Tand suppose lh, q2 ,.-, ~~1 n (x1 Y xdl 2 I&, & ,..., 4J n 
(x1 , xJl. Then we may construct r’ so that 7 - 7’ and (7; , 7; ,..., 7:) n 
(Xl > 4 = & , t2 ,..., &> n (xl , xJ. Similarly for i = 2, 3 ,..., k - 1, we may 
construct successively $, Ei so that v - +, [ - p and {qIi, qZi,..., ~~~1 n 
(x, , x~+~) = {fIi, fzi,..., toi} n (x1 , x~+~). So q - q”-l = t”-’ - 5 and the 
result is proved. f 
COROLLARY 2.4. If b = 0 and dim 9’ = CJ > 0, then for any basis 
fi ,& ,..,,A of 9, det Ilfi(~)ll~,~=~ has the same signfor all~l < r), < “. < ?m . 
Proof. For any 1 < i < j < k, b(E(i,j,) = 0 and so by Corollary 2.3, 
dim Y(E(,,j ) = a(&~ ). 1 
We might be tempted to conjecture that if b = 0 and dim 9” = u > 0, 
then there is a basis fi , f2 ,..., f. of 9’ such that fi(T) is totally positive on 
(1, 2 ,..., 0) x 88, i.e. for any q1 < q2 < ... < q,, every minor of ll&(qj)(l;,j,I 
has non-negative determinant. However a counterexample is provided by 
the matrix 
It can be seen by inspection that Y(E) has dimension two and yet does not 
contain two linearly independent non-negative functions. 
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Total positivity can be achieved by making the rather stringent assumption 
that E has no supported blocks, but we do not include a proof. 
3. EXISTENCE OF PERFECT SPLINES 
We shall use some of the results of Jerome and Schumaker [7]. We note 
from [7] that Y(E) = F9’(gm, A(E)), where D = d/dx and Y(D”, A(E)) 
is the class of L,-splines with respect o A(E) for L = D”“. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose the elements of (1 = A(E) are linearly dependent when 
restricted to 7~,-~ . Then for any h, E (1, !I@ E Y(E) such that if f E Wam[a, b] 
and h(f) = 0, VA E A with h # A, , then A,,(f) = JE ,@f cm). 
Proof. Let A, = A - {A,,}. By the theory of [7], jg E Y(D”‘, A) with 
X,(g)=1 and h(g)=O, VhoAO. Now if gETmel, X(g)=0 VXEA,~ 
h,(g) = 0, since the elements of (1 are linearly dependent when restricted to 
rmpl . Thus g $6 n,-r and we may write g(“)/s,b 1 gfm)jz =o E 9’. Now take 
any f E Wam[a, b] with X(f) = 0 VA E A, . Then h(f - h,(f)g) = 0, V’x E A. 
So by Theorem 2.1 of [7], sl t,h{f (m) 
gives JzOfcm) = 
- X,(f)g(“)} = 0 V# E Y. Putting # =o 
s: @ MflP) = hi(f). I 
LEMMA 3.2. If f EF(O), then J't@f (m) = 0, VO E Y. Conversely, if for 
gE L, [a, b], $iag = 0 V@ ~9, theng =fcm)for somefeF(0). 
Proof. If f E F(O), it follows from Theorem 2.1 of [7] that sI@f(m) = 0, 
V% E 9. 
Now suppose that for g E L, [a, b], sz@ag = 0 Via E Y, and let g = hem). 
Let (A, , A, ,..., An> be a subset of A which when restricted to T,,-~ form a 
basis for the space spanned by A restricted to 7r,,-1 . Then we may choose 
p E T,-~ with hi(p) = hi(h), i = 1, 2 ,..., n. Putting f = h - p, we have 
fCm) = g and hi(f) = 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
Now take h E A, h $ {h, , h, ,..., 
h(f) = $ag = 0 and so f EF(O). 
A,}. Then by Lemma 3.1,3@ E Y such that 
1 
Proof of Theorem 1. The proof is a direct generalisation of that of De 
Boor [3] and so we omit full details. 
LetIT =(g E L,[a, b]: c@g = lfl@fAm), Vm E Y}. Then by Lemma 3.2, 
inf(llf(m)ljm: f E.F(fJ} = inf(ll g Ilm: g on(&)}. Now if A, is the linear func- 
tional on 9 defined by h,(m) = J-t%f hm), V% E 9, then n(fO) can be regarded 
as the set of all extensions of A, to continuous linear functionals on L,[a, b]. 
So by the Hahn-Banach theorem 3h on(&) with 11 h jlm = inf{ll g /Im: g E 
rr(f,)} = j/ A, 11. If we choose #E 9 with A,($) = 11 A,, 11, then h(t) = I/ h /Im 
sgn #(t) when $(t) # 0. 
640/26/2-2 
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Using the perturbation technique of De Boor [3] and applying Corollary 
2.4, we can choose h to have constant absolute value and less than dim 9’ sign 
changes. The result follows. 1 
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof is a generalisation of that of Lee and the 
author [6] and we omit full details. 
For any 1 < 8 < k, suppose x E (x, , x!+~). We denote by E, the matrix 
/I Cij IlfLi y=:‘, where Zij = eij for 1 < i < f, gij = e(i-l)j for e < i < k + 1 
and ctj = 6,j . We note that since E has no semi-supported odd blocks, 
b(E,) = 0. 
It follows from a result of Atkinson and Sharma [l] that, since E obeys the 
Polya conditions and b(E) = 0, N(E) = 0. Thus the elements of A(E,) are 
linearly dependent when restricted to J’7,+1 . Thus by Lemma 3.1, 3e( E 9’(Ez) 
such that 
(3.1) 
It follows from Corollary 1 of [5] (also Corollary 4 of [6]) that for some 
# E 9’(EJ there is a function h, EE’(&) with hLm)(t) = A sgn #(t) when 
#(t) f 0, and that f(x) < h,(x) VIE F = {fo F(fO): Ilf(m) Irn < A}. Using a 
perturbation technique similar to that of De Boor [3] and applying Corollary 
2.4 to E, , we can choose h, so that h, (m) has constant absolute value A and 
less than dim 9’(Ez) = dim 9’ + 1 sign changes. Similarly 3g, E F(f,) such 
that g, (“1 has constant absolute value A and less than dim Y + 1 sign 
changes, and g,,(x) <f(x), VIE F. 
For convenience we call g E F(fJ an extremal function if gcrn) has constant 
absolute value A and less than dim 9’ + 1 sign changes. Now let g be an 
extremal function and suppose g trn) has less than dim Y sign changes. Then 
by Proposition 2.3, 3 a non-zero @ E 9’ which always has the same sign as 
gem) and so Ji (Pgtm) = A Ji ) @ / > I JI @fhm) j. But g E F(&) implies 
Ji @gem) = JI @J&~) by Lemma 3.2. Thus if g is an extremal function, gem) 
has precisely dim Y sign changes. 
Now if g is an extremal function, we can apply Proposition 2.3 to give a 
non-zero YE Y(E,) which changes sign at the same points as gtm). By our 
above argument, Y $9’ and so we may choose Y so that, as in (3.1), 
f(x) -f,(x) = Jab W(m) - f;m9, fe Fcf,). 
It follows that either g(x) <f(x) Vf E F or F orf(x) < g(x) Vf E F and so 
g(x) = g%(x) or h,(x). By the same method as in [6] we may now show that 
if two external functions coincide at any point other than x1 , x, ,..., xI; , then 
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they are identical. Thus there are precisely two extremal functions g, h and 
for anyfoF, 
min(g(x), h(x)) <f(x) < max(g(x), h(x)), Vx E (a, b). 
The final part of Theorem 2 follows immediately from the fact that, by 
Lemma 3.2,f~ F(f,) implies JI @f(m) = sziafl;“’ V@ E 9, and si 0 G = si .@fhm,“’ 
Va, E Y implies G =flm) for somefE F(fo). 1 
As an example of Theorem 2, let E = 11 eij IIfcl Eil , where ezi = 0 for 
j = 0, I,..., m-t- 1, some 0 <t<m, and eij = 1 elsewhere. If x = 
(-1, l), then F(0) = {f~ Wmm[-l, l]:f@)(-1) = 0, r = 0, I,..., m - I, 
f@)(l) = 0, r = m - t, m - t + l,..., m - I}. Theorem 2 tells us that for 
any A > 0, there is a perfect spline h E F(0) with Ij hfm) II= A and at most G 
interior nodes, and * h are the only such functions in F(0). Moreover for 
any f E F(O) with ILP) llm < 4 If(x>l < I %)I, vx E t-1, 1). 
In this case Y restricted to [--I, I) coincides with 7r-i and so the nodes of 
h are the unique set of points 01~) 01~ ,..., ale for which 
4(-l) - W(4 + 2#(4 - ... f 2(-l)Z #(01J + (-l)t+l #(I) z-z 0, 
V*E%-L. (3.2) 
It can be shown (e.g. by using Lemma 1 of Schoenberg [13]) that (3.2) is 
satisfied if (II, = -cos(v~/(d + 1)) v = I, 2,..., P, the zeros of a Chebychev 
polynomial of the second kind. 
For e = m - 1, the above example was considered by Louboutin [I l] 
and Schoenberg [13], who derived properties slightly weaker than those 
derived above. 
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